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We investigate the quantum theory of a vortex line in a stack of weakly coupled two-dimensional Bose-
Einstein condensates, that is created by a one-dimensional optical lattice. We derive the dispersion relation of
the Kelvin modes of the vortex line and also study the coupling between the Kelvin and quadrupole modes. We
solve the coupled dynamics of the vortex line and the quadrupole modes, both classically as well as quantum
mechanically. The quantum mechanical solution reveals the possibility of generating nonequilibrium squeezed
vortex states by strongly driving the quadrupole modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantized vortices play a crucial role in understanding the
stability and decay of superfluid flow. One way to understand
this is that the superfluid flow of the Bose-Einstein conden-
sate in a simply connected region is irrotational. Therefore,
the superfluid can only respond to a rotation by the nucle-
ation of singular topological defects, i.e., vortices. Further-
more, the famous Landau argument shows that a superfluid
moving past an object will only experience drag if the super-
fluid velocity is large enough. Again, this drag typically
manifests itself by the nucleation of vortices.

In the field of ultracold atomic gases, a single vortex in a
Bose-Einstein condensate was first observed by Matthewset
al. [1] and soon after by Madisonet al. [2]. Since then the
field has developed rapidly. The studies of a single or a few
vortices[3–7] have more recently also been extended by ex-
periments with Bose-Einstein condensates with a very large
number of vortices[8–12]. Apart from some of the most
recent advances, the review article by Fetter and Svidzinsky
[13] provides an excellent overview of the extensive theoret-
ical and experimental work on vortices in Bose-Einstein con-
densates.

While vortices are very important for understanding su-
perfluid properties of liquids and gases, the research into
Bose-Einstein condensates in optical lattices has provided an
important alternative for exploring the nature of superfluid-
ity. Bosons in an optical lattice realize the Bose-Hubbard
model [14] of which the ground state is, depending on pa-
rameters, either a superfluid or a Mott-insulator[14–18]. The
quantum phase transition between these two phases was in-
deed recently observed in a beautiful experiment by Greiner
et al. [19]. Furthermore, Bose-Einstein condensates in an op-
tical lattice have been used to study experimentally diffrac-
tion of matter waves[20], number squeezing[21], collapses
and revivals[22], superfluid dynamics[23,24], as well as
Bloch oscillations[25,26]. There is also a number of impor-
tant theoretical papers on the dynamics and instabilities of a
Bose-Einstein condensate in optical lattices[27–33].

In this paper, we study the quantum physics of a vortex
line in a one-dimensional optical lattice by expanding on our
earlier work [34]. This problem is interesting, not only be-
cause it combines the above discussed two different ap-
proaches to the study of superfluidity in a Bose-Einstein con-
densate, but also because the quantum properties of the
vortex are expected to be more pronounced in a system with
a smaller number of particles and in lower dimensions. Fur-
thermore, a Bose-Einstein condensate in a one-dimensional
optical lattice has an intriguingly similar layered structure as
the high-Tc superconductors and it also appears to be a prom-
ising way to reach the quantum-Hall regime[35], for which
we need to have about one vortex per particle. Using a varia-
tional ansatz for the condensate wave function in each site of
the optical potential, we derive from first principles the quan-
tum theory of the vortex line in a one-dimensional optical
lattice and obtain after linearization the dispersion relation of
the Kelvin modes of the vortex line. Physically, these modes
correspond to a sinusoidal wiggling of the vortex line. It
turns out that in an optical lattice, as compared to the system
without a periodic potential, the theoretical treatment of the
vortex line is considerably simplified and the dispersion re-
lation can be obtained analytically.

Kelvin modes or kelvons were observed for the first time
in a magnetically trapped Bose-Einstein condensate by Bre-
tin et al. [36] and a theoretical understanding of the observed
phenomena was provided by Mizushimaet al. [37]. In this
experiment, the quadrupole mode with azimuthal quantum
number m=−2 was observed to excite the Kelvin modes.
Motivated by this experiment we also use our theory to study
the coupling between the kelvons and the quadrupole modes
in a one-dimensional optical lattice. We find that the cou-
pling is described by a squeezing Hamiltonian[38]. This
implies that, when the vortex line is treated quantum me-
chanically, the quadrupole mode will generate nonequilib-
rium squeezed states of the vortex line. In Ref.[39] we have
also discussed the spontaneous squeezing of the vortex that
occurs in equilibrium if interactions between the kelvons are
also taken into account. In this paper, however, we neglect
these interactions and discuss both the classical as well as the
quantum dynamics of the vortex line when the vortex is
driven by a strongly excited quadrupole mode. Furthermore,
we discuss the dynamics of vortex squeezing and how to
observe the resulting squeezed vortex states experimentally.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the theoretical foundations of our work. In Sec. III we dis-
cuss our variational approach and derive the Lagrangian for
our system. We apply the results of this section in Sec. IV,
where we quantize the vortex line and find also the disper-
sion relation of the kelvons. In addition, we derive in Sec. IV
the quantum theory of the quadrupole modes and solve their
dispersion relations. In Sec. V we study the coupling be-
tween the quadrupole modes and the kelvons, and in Secs.
VI and VII we explore, respectively, the classical and quan-
tum dynamics of the vortex line that results from this cou-
pling. In Sec. VIII we discuss the nonequilibrium squeezing
of the vortex line. We end with a short discussion of our
results in Sec. IX.

II. ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

Our starting point is a cigar-shaped Bose-Einstein conden-
sate trapped by the potential

Vsr d =
m

2
svr

2r2 + vz
2z2d, s1d

wherevr and vz are the radial and axial trapping frequen-
cies, respectively, andm is the atomic mass. As we assume a
cigar-shaped trap, we further have thatvz!vr. The Bose-
Einstein condensate also experiences a one-dimensional op-
tical lattice,

V0sr d = V0 sin2S2pz

l
D , s2d

whereV0 is the lattice depth andl is the wave length of the
laser light. We assume that the lattice is deep enough so that
it dominates over the magnetic trapping potential in thez
direction. When this is true, and the number of lattice sites is
very large, i.e.,l! lz=Î" /mvz, we can in first instance
ignore the magnetic trapping potential in thez direction.

The lattice potential splits the condensate intoNs two-
dimensional condensates with a pancake shape. We take the
lattice to be sufficiently deep, such that its depth is larger
than the chemical potential of the two-dimensional conden-
sate. Although we are thus interested in a deep lattice, we
consider here only the case that there is still full coherence
across the condensate array. Specifically, this means that the
lattice potential should not be so deep as to induce a Mott-
insulator transition. Typically, the required lattice depth to
reach the Mott-insulator transition in a three-dimensional lat-
tice with a filling factor of one is of the order of 10Er, where
Er is the recoil energy of an atom after absorbing a photon
from the laser beam. In a one-dimensional lattice the number
of atoms in each lattice site is typically much larger than in a
three-dimensional lattice and the transition into the insulating
state requires a much deeper lattice[17]. The Mott-insulator
transition in a one-dimensional optical lattice has very re-
cently been observed[40], but also in that case the filling
fraction is of the order of one.

We use trap units from now on, i.e., the unit of energy is
"vr, the unit of time is 1/vr, and the unit of length isl r
=Î" /mvr. The Gross-Pitaevskii energy functional, which

describes the gas at low temperatures rotating at frequency
V, is then

EfC* ,Cg =E drC*sr dF−
¹2

2
+

1

2
sx2 + y2d +

V0sr d
"vr

+
T2B

2
uCsr du2 − VL̂zGCsr d, s3d

whereT2B is the two-bodyT matrix. In the above units the
latter is related to the three-dimensionals-wave scattering
lengtha throughT2B=4pa/ l r. In addition,

L̂z =
1

i
Sx

]

] y
− y

]

] x
D s4d

is the angular momentum component in thez direction.
For a deep lattice potential it is natural to expand the

Bose-Einstein condensate wave function in terms of Wannier
functions that are well localized in the sites. More precisely,
we expand the Bose-Einstein condensate wave function as

Csr d = o
n

Fsz− zndFnsx,yd, s5d

wheren labels the lattice sites andzn=ln/2l r is the position
of the nth site. For now, we do not specify the wave func-
tions Fnsx,yd of the two-dimensional condensates, but for
the Wannier function in thez direction, Fszd, we use the
ground-state wave function of the harmonic approximation
to the lattice potential near the lattice minimum. This har-
monic trap has the frequency

vL =
2p

l
Î2V0/m, s6d

and the wave functionFszd is thus given by

Fszd =
1

p1/4ÎlL
expS−

z2

2lL
2D , s7d

wherelL=Î" /mvL.
Substituting the above ansatz into the energy functional

and ignoring all but the nearest-neighbor interactions, we get
the energy functional

EfF* ,Fg =E dx dyHo
n

Fn
*sx,ydF−

¹2

2
+

1

2
sx2 + y2d

+
U2D

2
uFnsx,ydu2 − VL̂zGFnsx,yd

− J o
,n,m.

Fm
* sx,ydFnsx,ydJ , s8d

wherekn,ml indicates nearest neighbors, and

U2D = T2BE dzuFszdu4 = 4Îp

2
S a

lL
D s9d

is the effective two-dimensional coupling strength. More-
over, J is the strength of the Josephson coupling between
neighboring sites and we have
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J = −E dz F*szdF−
1

2

]2

] z2 +
V0szd
"vr

GFsz+ l/2 l rd. s10d

With these assumptionsJ is a time-independent experimen-
tally tunable parameter. Approximating the lattice potential
near its maximum by an upside-down parabolic potential, we
can calculate the Gaussian integral, with the result

J =
1

8p2SvL

vr
D2Sl

l r
D2Fp2

4
− 1Ge−sl/4 lLd2. s11d

The energy functional in Eq.(8) is now almost two di-
mensional. The third dimension is visible only in the last
term that describes the coupling between neighboring layers.
The energy is characterized by two parameters,U2D and J,
both of which are experimentally tunable. The importance of
the on-site interaction term proportional toU2D can be en-
hanced by increasing the number of particles in the sites or
by making the lattice deeper. Deepening the lattice also de-
creases the strength of the Josephson couplingJ and makes
the sites more independent. It should be noted that whileJ is
tunable, it is always positive. Physically, this means that
there is always an energetic penalty for having a phase dif-
ference between sites.

III. VARIATIONAL ANSATZ

We intend to study the coupled system of a displaced
vortex line and the quadrupole modes. Therefore, a varia-
tional ansatz for the two-dimensional Bose-Einstein conden-
sate wave functionFnsx,y,td must satisfy two obvious
physical requirements. Namely, the ansatz for the two-
dimensional wave functions in each site must predict the
vortex precession dynamics and the quadrupole mode fre-
quencies with sufficient accuracy. The ansatz we used in an
earlier publication[41] predicts the quadrupole frequencies
very well from the noninteracting to the strongly interacting
limit, but unfortunately fails to predict in the strongly inter-
acting or Thomas-Fermi limit the correct vortex-precession
dynamics. This has to do with the fact that our previous
ansatz does not correctly account for the size of the vortex
core in that limit. This problem is not important for the col-
lective modes, but turns out to have serious adverse effects in
predicting the vortex dynamics. Therefore, we use here the
ansatz

Fnsx,y,td ~ expF−
B0

2
sx2 + y2d −

enstd
2

sx2 − y2d − exy,nstdxy

+ i tan−1Sy − ynstd
x − xnstd DG , s12d

wherefxnstd ,ynstdg is the position of the vortex in thenth site
and the variational parametersenstd=en8std+ ien9std and
exy,nstd=exy,n8 std+ iexy,n9 std, that describe the quadrupole and
scissors modes, are complex. In addition, the wave function
in each layer is normalized toN. Since our ansatz does not
contain a vortex core, the average kinetic energy would di-
verge in this case. Therefore, we introduce a small distance
cutoff j as an additional variational parameter. Together with

the condensate size 1/ÎB0 this parameter will be deter-
mined by minimizing the equilibrium energy functional.

A. Equilibrium solution

In equilibrium the system has a straight vortex line in the
center of the condensate. The condensate energy per particle
is then given by

EsB0,jd
N

=
1

2B0
+

B0

2
+ B0U +

j2

2B0
−

B0
2j2

2

+ 1
2B0e

B0j2
Gf0,B0j2g − V, s13d

where

U =
N

Î2p
S a

lr
DÎvL

vr
. s14d

Furthermore,Gfa,zg is the incomplete gamma function.
Equations13d is easy to minimize numerically for bothj and
B0, but expressions later on simplify when we note that the
short distance cutoff is given, with realistic parameter values,
to a very good accuracy byj=ÎB0. After this simplification
we still have to minimize the resulting transcendental
equation for the remaining parameterB0. This is a simple
numerical task that must be performed only once in the
beginning of the calculations.

The equilibrium solution reveals two physically obvious
features. First, the Bose-Einstein condensate with the vortex
is slightly bigger than the Bose-Einstein condensate without
the vortex. This is due to the centrifugal potential arising
from the vortex velocity pattern. Second, the size of the vor-
tex core is smaller for larger condensates. Also, it is good to
keep in mind that with positive scattering lengths 0,B0,1,
and that in the Thomas-Fermi limit of large interactions we
have B0!1. The ansatz in Eq.(12) provides an accurate
description of the system when the interaction strengthU is
larger than about 10. The ansatz fails for very weakly inter-
acting Bose-Einstein condensates, as then the energy in Eq.
(13) ceases to have a minimum. In this regime our previous
ansatz can however be used[41].

B. Second-order expansion of the Lagrangian

As we are interested in the kelvon and quadrupole exci-
tations we must expand the system’s Lagrangian to second
order ine, exy, xn, andyn. To second order there is no cou-
pling between the quadrupole modes and the vortex displace-
ments. Consequently, we can treat them independently. Also,
as we are expanding around the equilibrium solution, we can
safely ignore the zero- and first-order contributions. The La-
grangianLa=Ta−Ea, with a=Q or K, for the quadrupole
modes and the kelvons contain also the contributionsTa that
result from the general time-derivative term in the action for
the Bose-Einstein condensate given by

TfF* ,Fg =
i

2o
n
E dx dyfFn

*Ḟn − FnḞn
*g, s15d

as well as the energy contributionEa that follows from
EfC* ,Cg. For the quadrupole modes we obtain
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TQ

N
= −

1

2B0
2o

n

sen8ėn9 + exy,n8 ėxy,n9 d s16d

and

EQ

N
= o

n
S 1

2B0
3 −

U

2B0
+

1

8B0
−

Gf0,B0
2g

4B0
Dsen8

2 + exy,n82 d

+
1

2B0
sen9

2 + exy,n92 d + S 1

2B0
−

V

B0
2Dsen8exy,n9 − en9exy,n8 d

+
J

8B0
2 o

kn,ml
fsen8 − em8 d2 + sen9 − em9 d2 + sexy,n8 − exy,m8 d2

+ sexy,n9 − exy,m9 d2g. s17d

For the kelvons we get, in the lowest nonvanishing order in
B0, that

TK

N
= B0o

n

synẋn − xnẏnd s18d

and

EK

N
=

B0
2

2 o
n
S1 − Gf0,B0

2g +
2V

B0
2 Dsxn

2 + yn
2d

+
JB0Gf0,B0

2g
4 o

kn,ml
fsxn − xmd2 + syn − ymd2g. s19d

In the absence of Josephson coupling the equations of mo-
tion for the vortex position describe the precession of a dis-
placed vortex around the center of the condensate. With re-
alistic interaction strengths the vortex-precession frequency
predicted by Eqs.s18d ands19d is close to the result using a
Thomas-Fermi wave function for the disk-shaped condensate
f13g.

IV. EIGENMODES OF THE SYSTEM

With the second-order expansion of the Lagrangian avail-
able, we now proceed to study the eigenmodes of the system.
Our variational ansatz in Eq.(12) captures three eigenmodes,
namely kelvons and two quadrupole modes with quantum
numbersm= ±2. In the next two sections we solve the
kelvon and the quadrupole mode dispersion relations. We
deal with the nearest-neighbor Josephson coupling by trans-
forming to momentum space in the same way as in our pre-
vious work [41]. In momentum space the terms due to the
Josephson coupling are diagonal and are not more compli-
cated than the other contributions in the Lagrangian.

A. Kelvon dispersion relation

From now on we choose to interpret vortex displacements
as quantum-mechanical operators. This involves the impor-
tant but natural approximation that the field operator

ĉnsx,y,td, which annihilates a boson in thenth layer in po-
sition sx,yd at time t, can be replaced with
Fnfx,y, x̂nstd , ŷnstdg. Physically, this implies that the system
can be well described by a classical condensate wave func-

tion Fnsx,yd and that all the important quantum fluctuations
are in the vortex position. Using the results in the previous
section and transforming to momentum space using the con-
vention fk=1/ÎNs on e−ikznfn, we find that in momentum
space the Lagrangian for the vortex line becomes

L̂K

N
= B0o

k

sŷkẋ̂−k − x̂kẏ̂−kd − B0o
k
SB0

2
−

B0Gf0,B0
2g

2
+ V

+ JskdGf0,B0
2gDsx̂kx̂−k + ŷkŷ−kd, s20d

whereJskd=Jf1−cosskddg and d=l /2. We proceed by de-
fining the vortex positions in terms of bosonic creation
and annihilation operators asx̂k=sv̂−k

† + v̂kd /2ÎNB0 and ŷk

= isv̂−k
† − v̂kd /2ÎNB0 f42g. In this manner the Lagrangian

takes the desired form

L̂K = o
k

siv̂k
†v̇̂k − vKskdv̂k

†v̂kd, s21d

where the kelvon dispersion is given by

vKskd = B0/2 + V + Gf0,B0
2gs2Jskd − B0/2d. s22d

The solution at zero momentum corresponds to the preces-
sion frequency of a straight but slightly displaced vortex line.

It is important to realize that due to the Euler dynamics of
the vortex, the coordinatesx̂n and ŷn are canonically conju-
gate variables and obey the equal-time Heisenberg commu-
tation relation

fx̂n,ŷng =
i

2NB0
. s23d

Our theory is valid if the vortex line precesses well within
the condensate. For the straight vortex line this condition
implies that the average displacementÎkx̂n

2l+kŷn
2l should be

much smaller than 1/ÎB0. This leads to a limitation for the
expectation value of the number operator for the kelvons,
namely,

1

Ns
o
k

kv̂k
†v̂kl ! N. s24d

Consequently, the total number of condensate atoms sets an
upper bound for the kelvon numbers.

Our result for the kelvon dispersion relation has some
interesting properties. First, the initially negative precession
frequency can change sign if the momentumk of the kelvon
is large enough. Moreover, the dispersion is quadratic for
small momenta. Both features are due to the attractive inter-
actions between neighboring pancake vortices, which is har-
monic for small separations. This contrasts with the behavior
of the vortex line in a three-dimensional bulk superfluid,
where the kelvon dispersion relation behaves likek2 lns1/kjd
and has a logarithmic dependence for smallk [42,43]. Third,
the vortex position is “smeared” by the quantum fluctuations.
In particular, we have for the kelvon vacuum state thatkx̂n

2l
=kŷn

2l=1/4NB0. Therefore, the quantum properties of the
vortex become more important in a lattice. This is due to the
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reduced particle number in every site, as opposed to the total
number of particles, and the spreading out of the condensate
wave function as the lattice depth is increased.

B. Quadrupole mode dispersion relations

The quadrupole modes are technically somewhat more
complicated than the kelvons, but their dispersion relations
can be derived in a similar way. The quadrupole modes are
characterized by the four-component vector
sêk8 , êk9 , êxy,k8 , êxy,k9 d. By writing down equations of motion for
all four variational parameters, we get a set of coupled first-
order differential equations. The problem of finding the
eigenmodes is then reduced to the problem of finding the
eigenvectors of a 434 matrix. In our case this can be done
analytically. We find four eigenvectors

v1 =1
Askd
− i

iAskd
1
2 , s25d

v3 =1
− Askd

i

iAskd
1

2 , s26d

v2=v1
* , andv4=v3

* . Of these solutionsv1 andv2 represent the
quadrupole mode with azimuthal quantum numberm=2, and
v3 and v4 represent the quadrupole mode with azimuthal
quantum numberm=−2. The functionAskd is given by

Askd =Î 4B0
2 + 8B0Jskd

4 + 8B0Jskd + B0
2s1 − 4U − 2Gf0,B0

2gd
. s27d

We can now expand any vectorsêk8 , êk9 , êxy,k8 , êxy,k9 d into this
basis of eigenvectors. Sincesêk8 , êk9 , êxy,k8 , êxy,k9 d is a vector of
Hermitian operators, it is sufficient to deal only with the
complex expansion amplitudesâ1 andâ3 of the eigenvectors
v1 andv3, respectively. When we define the quadrupole cre-
ation and annihilation operators with

â1 =Î 2

NAskd
B0

4
sq̂2,−k

† + q̂2,k + i q̂2,−k
† − i q̂2,kd s28d

and

â3 =Î 2

NAskd
B0

4
sq̂−2,−k

† + q̂−2,k + i q̂−2,−k
† − i q̂−2,kd,

s29d

we ultimately find the desired Lagrangian for the quadrupole
modes

L̂Q = o
m=±2

o
k

siq̂m,k
† q̇̂m,k − vmskdq̂m,k

† q̂m,kd, s30d

where the quadrupole-mode frequencies are then given by

v±2skd =
B0

Askd
+ AskdS 1

B0
+

B0

4
− UB0 −

B0Gf0,B0
2g

2
D+ 2Jskd

3SAskd +
1

Askd
D ± sB0 − 2Vd. s31d

This expression for the quadrupole frequencies generalizes
our earlier result in Ref.f34g to the case of a rotating trap
with VÞ0.

If we are to consider the quadrupole modes as a small
disturbance, the distortion of the condensate due to the quad-
rupole modes should not be too strong. Quantitatively, we
require that the energy of the quadrupole modes is much
smaller than the ground-state energy of the Bose-Einstein
condensate. In estimating the condensate energy we can in
first instance ignore the small contribution from the vortex.
In this way we obtain an upper limit for the expectation
values of the quadrupole number operators as

1

Ns
o
k

kq̂±2,k
† q̂±2,kl ! Î1 + 2U. s32d

In Fig. 1 we compare the quadrupole dispersion relations
in Eq. (31) for momentumk=0 andV=0, with the numerical
solution of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations for the two-
dimensional Bose-Einstein condensate. As we explained ear-
lier, our ansatz fails for very weakly interacting Bose-
Einstein condensates. Nevertheless, Fig. 1 demonstrates that
Eq. (31) predicts the quadrupole-mode frequencies well
within a wide range of experimentally relevant interaction
strengths.

V. THE COUPLING BETWEEN KELVONS
AND QUADRUPOLE MODES

In the experiment by Bretinet al. [36] the kelvons were
excited by the quadrupole mode with a quantum numberm
=−2. Therefore, we now proceed to apply our theory to in-
vestigate also the coupling between the kelvons and the

FIG. 1. Frequencies of them= ±2 quadrupole modes in units of
vr for k=0 andV=0 and as a function of interaction strength. The
solid line is calculated using Eq.(31) and the open circles are cal-
culated by solving the appropriate Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations
numerically.
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quadrupole modes. To obtain coupling between the kelvons
and the quadrupole modes, we must expand the Lagrangian
up to third order. At third order we find important contribu-
tions from the kinetic energy, the angular momentum term,
as well as from the time-derivative term. At third order there
is also a coupling between the kelvons and the quadrupole
modes due to the Josephson coupling between the sites, but
since we assume a small strength for this coupling we can
safely ignore this. The dominant contributions are, respec-
tively, given by

Ks3d

N
=

B0Gf0,B0
2g

2 o
n

fen8syn
2 − xn

2d − 2exy,n8 xnyng, s33d

− VkL̂zls3d

N
=

V

2 o
n

fen8sxn
2 − yn

2d + 2exy,n8 xnyng, s34d

and

Ts3d

N
= o

n
F−

en8

2
synẋn + xn ẏnd +

exy,n8

2
sxnẋn − ynẏndG .

s35d

To obtain the above relatively simple expression forTs3d, we
expanded up to first order inB0. Contributions of second
order inB0 depend on the details of the vortex core profile
and are neglected in the following.

By using our earlier definitions for the kelvon and quad-
rupole creation and annihilation operators we can express the
third-order contributions to the energy as

Ês3d = sB0Gf0,B0
2g − Vdo

k,k8

ÎAskd
8Ns

sq̂−2,kv̂k+k8
† v̂−k8

†

+ q̂−2,−k
† v̂−k−k8

† v̂k8 − q̂2,kv̂−k−k8v̂k8 − q̂2,−k
† v̂k+k8

† v̂−k8
† d,

s36d

and the third-order contribution to the time-derivative term
as

T̂s3d = io
k,k8

ÎAskd
8Ns

sq̂−2,kv̂k+k8
† v̇̂−k8

† − q̂−2,−k
† v̂−k−k8v̇̂k8

+ q̂2,kv̂k8v̇̂−k−k8 − q̂2,−k
† v̂k+k8

† v̇̂−k8
† d. s37d

Using these expressions we can write down and solve the
classical equation motions, but due to the time derivatives in
Eq. (37) the solution of the operator equations of motion is
difficult. However, it turns out that within a wide range of
experimentally realistic parameter values we can use the
rotating-wave approximation to a great effect and thus avoid
the complication introduced by the time derivatives in Eq.
(37). We, therefore, introduce the transformationv̂k
→ v̂ke

−ivKskdt andq̂±2,k→ q̂±2,ke
−iv±2skdt, and ignore the remain-

ing small time-dependent term in the transformedT̂s3d. In this

way we obtain the interaction picture HamiltoniansĤm for
the coupling between the kelvons and the quadrupole mode
with the quantum numberm as

Ĥ−2 = o
k,k8

ÎAsk8d
8Ns

sB0Gf0,B0
2g − V + vKskdd

3sq̂−2,k8v̂k+k8
† v̂−k

† e−id−2sk,k8dt + q̂−2,−k8
† v̂−k−k8v̂ke

id−2sk,k8dtd

s38d

and

Ĥ2 = o
k,k8

ÎAsk8d
8Ns

s− B0Gf0,B0
2g + V − vKskdd

3sq̂2,k8v̂−k−k8v̂ke
−id2sk,k8dt + q̂2,−k8

† v̂k+k8
† v̂−k

† de−id2sk,k8dt,

s39d

where d−2sk,k8d=v−2sk8d−vKsk+k8d−vKskd and d2sk,k8d=
−v−2sk8d−vKsk+k8d−vKskd. The usual experimental prepa-
ration will typically imply that only the quadrupole mode
with momentumk8=0 is excited. Therefore, we assume from
now on that only thek8=0 quadrupole mode is present and
drop the momentum index from the operatorq̂2,−k8.

As we show later in Secs. VI and VII, the time evolution
of the kelvons is strongly dominated by the almost resonant
modes inside a narrow region in momentum space. Within
this region the rotating-wave approximation is clearly appro-
priate. Furthermore, we have solved the classical equations
of motion numerically without using any approximations. In
this way we verified that the solution given by the rotating-
wave approximation is indeed very accurate.

The coupling between the kelvons and quadrupole modes
can only be important if the detuningsd±2sk,0d are small.
Moreover, the coupling is resonant, when the detuning van-
ishes. Since in the absence of rotationvKs0d is small and
negative andvKskd increases with increasingk, whereas
v±2s0d is positive, such a resonance is only possible between
m=−2 quadrupole mode and the kelvons. We demonstrate
this graphically in Fig. 2. This resonance condition singles

FIG. 2. Demonstration of the resonance condition for the cou-
pling between the kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=−2
when J=0.1, U=100, andV=0. The coupling becomes important
when the kelvon frequencyvKskd=v−2s0d /2, i.e., when the lines
cross. Since the lowest line does not cross the kelvon dispersion, the
coupling between kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=2 is
very weak. The unit of frequency isvr.
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out the wavelength 2p /k0 for the ensuing wiggles in the
vortex line. The resonance is possible only if the kelvon
frequency increases quickly enough with increasing momen-
tum k. If, for example, the strength of the Josephson coupling
J is too small, the resonance is not possible at any value of
momentum. In order to have a resonant coupling between the
kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=−2 the approxi-
mate condition

JGf0,B0
2g .

1

2Î2
s40d

must be satisfied. In the absence of rotation, the detuning for
the coupling between kelvons andm=2 quadrupole modes is
always large and therefore the rotating-wave approximation
eliminates it.

For future convenience we define the coupling strength
between the kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=−2 as

Ecsk,k8d =ÎAsk8d
8Ns

„B0Gf0,B0
2g − V + vKskd…. s41d

In terms of this quantity the interaction picture Hamiltonian
becomes

Ĥ−2 = o
k,k8

Ecsk,k8dsq̂−2,k8v̂k+k8
† v̂−k

† e−id−2sk,k8dt

+ q̂−2,−k8
† v̂−k−k8v̂ke

id−2sk·k8dtd. s42d

This interaction picture Hamiltonian is similar to the Hamil-
tonian encountered in studies of parametric processes in
quantum opticsf38g. Theories describing the coupling be-
tween the atomic and molecular condensates have also a
similar structuref44–48g. Namely, two atomsskelvonsd are
combined to form a single moleculesquadrupole moded.

While the coupling between the kelvons andm=−2 quad-
rupole modes is more prevalent, the situation is slightly more
involved in the rotating case. In a rotating trap the frequency
of the quadrupole modes is shifted by72V. For positive
rotation frequencies this shift implies that the resonance with
quadrupole modes withm=−2 and the kelvons is shifted to a
higher value of momentum, or possibly disappears alto-
gether. On the other hand, the frequency of the quadrupole
mode with m=2 is lowered. This signifies that with suffi-
ciently large rotation frequencies the quadrupole mode with
m=2 can become resonant with the kelvons. In the Thomas-
Fermi limit this implies rotation frequencies larger than
about 1/Î2. At such high rotation frequencies the dynamical
instability toward the entry of additional vortices is likely to
play a role[4,49]. This unaccounted physical process makes
the possibility of a strong coupling between the kelvons and
m=2 quadrupole modes a technical peculiarity of our varia-
tional ansatz and renders it, most likely, experimentally irrel-
evant.

In this paper we focus on the Bose-Einstein condensate in
a one-dimensional lattice, but it is clear that the results in this
section can also be applied to study an elongated three-
dimensional Bose-Einstein condensate. The theory for the
coupling between kelvons and quadrupole modes in such a

system is formally similar to the one we presented here.
When only quadrupole modes withk8=0 are relevant, there
are only two modifications. First, the kelvon dispersion rela-
tion should be replaced with the correct dispersion relation
for a vortex line in an infinite cylinder with a radial density
profile. Second, the quadrupole-mode frequencies should be
replaced with the correct quadrupole frequencies for the
elongated Bose-Einstein condensate. For extremely elon-
gated condensates these frequencies have the same func-
tional form as Eq.(31), but rather than using the interaction
strengthU scaled into two dimensions, we must use the cor-
rect three-dimensional interaction strength.

VI. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS OF THE VORTEX LINE

In this section we apply the results in the previous sec-
tions to study the classical nonlinear dynamics of the coupled
kelvons and quadrupole modes withm=−2. The equations of
motion for the kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=
−2 are given by

i
dv̂k

dt
= Ecsk,0dq−2e

−id−2sk,0dtv̂−k
† , s43d

i
dv̂−k

†

dt
= − Ecsk,0dq−2

* eid−2sk,0dtv̂k, s44d

and

i
dq−2

dt
= o

k

Ecsk,0dkv̂kv̂−kleid−2sk,0dt. s45d

In the above equations we assumed, an assumption we make
throughout this paper, that the quadrupole mode is strongly
excited and can thus be described with a complex number. In
this section we also treat the kelvons classically, and thus the
operator properties of the equations of motion will be, for the
time being, ignored.

We have shown earlier how the coupling between the
kelvons and the quadrupole mode withm=−2 becomes im-
portant at a certain value of the kelvon momentumk. From
the knowledge of the kelvon and quadrupole mode disper-
sions we can solve the position of the resonance, but we still
do not know the width of this resonance. This width is im-
portant, as it influences how many kelvon modes become
occupied. We obtain a simple estimate for the width of the
resonance by assuming a constant quadrupole mode ampli-
tude q−2s0d and by seeking exponential solutions for the
kelvon amplitudesvkstd~expsVD,k td. The equations of mo-
tion for the kelvon amplitudes then result in an eigenvalue
problem for the characteristic(imaginary) frequencyVD,k,

V̂D,k
2 = S „Ecsk,0dq−2s0d…2 − d−2sk,0dEcsk,0dq−2s0d

− d−2sk,0dEcsk,0dq−2s0d „Ecsk,0dq−2s0d…2 D .

s46d

This matrix has eigenvalues
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VD,k = ± ÎEcsk,0dq−2s0dfEcsk,0dq−2s0d ± ud−2sk,0dug,

s47d

and therefore the Kelvin modes are dynamically unstable
only whenud−2sk,0du, uEcsk,0dq−2s0du. This estimate for the
width of the resonance is in satisfactory agreement with the
numerical solution of the nonlinear time evolution following
from Eqs.s43d–s45d. In addition, Eq.s47d indicates that the
timescale for the onset of the instability is given by
1/uEcsk,0dq−2s0du.

The argument above was based on the assumption of hav-
ing a constant quadrupole field. This assumption is bound to
fail during the time evolution. When this happens, the nu-
merical solution of the problem becomes a necessity. In Fig.
3 we show two examples of the classical time evolution of
the coupled system. In this figure only the quadrupole mode
is initially strongly populated. Furthermore, for numerical
reasons, the kelvons have a small initial amplitude which
acts as a seed for the time evolution. When the kelvons are
treated quantum mechanically such a seed is not required, as
we show in the next section. As is clear from the figure, the
quadrupole mode is strongly damped while kelvon modes
are being populated. At longer times the system exhibits os-
cillatory behavior, but such oscillations become weaker as
the number of lattice sites is increased.

When the kelvon amplitudes are known, it is a simple
matter to calculate also the dynamics of the vortex line. In
Fig. 4 we show an example of the vortex line dynamics for
the system solved in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). In the figure the short
wavelength corresponds to the resonant mode with the mo-

mentumk0 and the envelope with the longer wavelength is a
result of the width of the resonance. The fact that many
kelvon modes with different momenta are occupied is also
apparent from the fairly complex structure of the vortex line.

VII. QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF THE VORTEX LINE

In this section we discuss the quantum dynamics of the
vortex line. In our numerical solution we use again a classi-
cal quadrupole mode, like in the previous section, but the
kelvons are treated quantum mechanically. When the time
interval Dt is short enough so that the quadrupole field
q−2std= uq−2stdue−ifstd can be considered as constant, we solve
the Heisenberg equations of motion for the kelvons from
time t to t+Dt analytically. The result is given by

v̂kst + Dtd = v̂kstdcoshfVcstdDtg

− iv̂−k
† stdsinhfVcstdDtge−isfstd+d−2sk,0dtd s48d

and

v̂−k
† st + Dtd = v̂−k

† stdcoshfVcstdDtg

+ iv̂kstdsinhfVcstdDtgeisfstd+d−2sk,0dtd, s49d

whereVcstd=Ecsk,0duq−2stdu. This solution enables us to up-
date the correlation functions needed later on. In particular,
we need the correlation functionskv̂kv̂−kl andnk=kv̂k

†v̂kl, the
first of which is used to update the amplitude of the quadru-
pole mode.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we show an example of the quantum time
evolution of a system that is initially prepared in a kelvon

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) The time evolution in units of 1/vr of the total kelvon number per site, the quadrupole density per site, and the number
distribution of kelvons in the end of the simulation, when kelvons are treated classically andNs=101. (d)–(f) These plots used the same
parameters as the plots(a)–(c), except that the number of sites was larger, namelyNs=751. In both sets of simulations we had initially
uq−2u2/Ns=Î1+2U /10 and a very small kelvon population to act as a seed. Also, we usedJ=0.1 andU=100. In plots(c) and(f) the +− signs
indicate the actual modes used in the numerical solution, whereas the solid line is an interpolation between them.
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vacuum and with a nonvanishing quadrupole-mode ampli-
tude. It is instructive to compare Fig. 5 with its classical
counterpart in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e). The ambiguity of the clas-
sical initial state influences the growth rate of the classical
kelvons. Therefore, detailed comparison with the quantum
result cannot be easily made. Nevertheless, it is clear that in
the quantum mechanical simulation the oscillatory behavior
is weaker. Figure 6 shows the kelvon-number distribution as
a function of time. After a short transient the system settles
into a nearly steady state. In principle, revivals of the quad-
rupole field are possible, but the revival time with the num-
ber of sites we used in this simulation is longer than the
length of our simulation. With fewer sites the oscillatory be-
havior becomes more pronounced, in agreement with the our
earlier results of the classical simulations.

Transition rate into kelvons using Fermi’s golden rule

Fermi’s golden rule,

GQ→K = 2po
f

ukC fuĤ−2uCilu2dsEf − Eid, s50d

can be used to estimate the transition rate from the quadru-
pole mode into kelvons. In this expressionuCil is the initial
state,uC fl is the final state, andE0 andEf are their energies,
respectively. In our case the initial state is a kelvon vacuum
with a coherent quadrupole mode of amplitudeq−2s0d, i.e.,
uCil= uq−2s0d ,nk0

=0,n−k0
=0l. By calculating the matrix ele-

ment kC fuĤ−2uCil and the density of states, we obtain

FIG. 4. Classical vortex line dynamics whenJ=0.1,U=100, andNs=101. The initial state hasuq−2u2/Ns=Î1+2U /10 and a very small
kelvon population to act as a seed. The unit of time is 1/vr and the unit of length isÎ" /mvr.

FIG. 5. (a) Time evolution in
units of 1/vr of the total average
kelvon number per site for quan-
tum mechanical kelvons. (b)
Quadrupole density per site as a
function of time. In both plots we
usedJ=0.1,U=100, andNs=751.
Initially the system was prepared
in the kelvon vacuum and with a
quadrupole density uq−2u2/Ns

=Î1+2U /10.
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GQ→K =
pEcsk0,0d2uq−2s0du2

2JGf0,B0
2gusinsk0ddu

, s51d

wherek0 is the resonant value of the kelvon momentum and
d=l /2 is the lattice spacing.

Figure 7 compares the Fermi’s golden rule prediction with
the numerical solution of the quantum multimode problem
by presenting the half-life of the quadrupole field as a func-
tion of initial quadrupole field strength. As can be seen from
this figure, Fermi’s golden rule underestimates the decay rate
for narrow resonances(small values of the initial quadrupole
field), while overestimating the decay rate for wide reso-
nances. The exact solution deviates from the Fermi’s golden
rule result, since Fermi’s golden rule ignores the finite life-
time of the final states. In particular, the detunings in Eq.
(45) contribute to the phase factors, which determine

whether the quadrupole mode is increasing or decreasing. At
small times the quadrupole mode is always depleted, but at
longer times the behavior depends on the width of the reso-
nance.

VIII. NONEQUILIBRIUM SQUEEZING

As the interaction between the quadrupole mode withm
=−2 and the kelvons closely resembles the squeezing Hamil-
tonians in quantum optics, it is worthwhile to investigate the
squeezing of the vortex in detail. This will be done in the
following two subsections. We start in Sec. VIII A by dis-
cussing the squeezing when the quadrupole mode is reso-
nantly coupled to only one Kelvin mode. Understanding this
important special case enables us to explore, in Sec. VIII B,
the experimentally more realistic problem of a multimode
squeezing.

A. Single-mode squeezing

In the simplest case we have only one resonant kelvon
mode at momentumk0. For simplicity we assume that ini-
tially the quadrupole mode is a real number. We can then
define two quadrature operators:

b̂1 =
1

2Î2
fiv̂−k0

− iv̂−k0

† − v̂k0
− v̂k0

† g s52d

and

b̂2 =
1

2Î2
fv̂−k0

+ iv̂k0
+ v̂−k0

† − iv̂k0

† g. s53d

These operators obey an uncertainty relation

Îkb̂1
2lÎkb̂1

2l ø
1

4
, s54d

and their commutator is

FIG. 6. (Color online) Kelvon-number distri-
bution as a function of time in units of 1/vr when
the kelvons are treated fully quantum mechani-
cally. We used parametersJ=0.1, U=100, and
Ns=751. Initially, the system was prepared in the
kelvon vacuum and with a quadrupole density
uq−2u2/Ns=Î1+2U /10. The unit of time is 1/vr.

FIG. 7. The time it takes for the quadrupole field density to
halve from its initial valueuq−2s0du2. The solid line is based on the
numerical solution of the quantum multimode problem, while the
dashed line is based on Fermi’s golden rule. We used parameters
J=0.1, U=100,Ns=751, and the unit of time is 1/vr.
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fb̂1,b̂2g =
i

2
. s55d

These operators are analogous to the squeezing operators fa-
miliar from quantum opticsf38g, but are somewhat counter-
intuitive. We gain more insight when we realize that the

operatorsb̂i are related to the position operatorsx̂k0
sud and

ŷk0
sud in a coordinate system rotated by an angleu. In par-

ticular, we haveb̂1=ÎNB0 x̂k0
sud and b̂2=ÎNB0 ŷk0

sud. The
rotation angleu of the vortex position operators depends
on the initial phase of the quadrupole mode, because Eqs.
s52d ands53d are in principle modified ifq−2s0d is not real.
If the quadrupole mode is initiallyuq−2s0dueinQ the rotation
angle is given by

u = S−
3p

2
+ nQD/2. s56d

The proportionality of the quadrature operators to the vortex
position operators implies that the possible squeezing of the
vortex state is reflected in the corresponding deformation of
the vortex-position distribution.

In Fig. 8 we show an example of the time evolution of the
squares of the quadrature operators, as well as the product
Îkb̂1

2lÎkb̂2
2l. As can be seen from this figure, the minimum

uncertainty state(the vacuum) remains a minimum uncer-
tainty state, but can become strongly squeezed during the
time evolution. In coordinate space this squeezing is re-
flected in the deformation of an initially circular uncertainty
ellipse into an ellipse with dramatically different main axes.
Furthermore, since the initial quadrupole mode amplitude
was choosen as a real number, the main axes are always
along the linesy= ±x.

B. Multimode squeezing

The main difference between the multimode squeezing, as
opposed to the resonant single-mode squeezing, is that the
area of the uncertainty ellipse is no longer constant. This
means that when the time evolution starts from the kelvon
vacuum, the state evolves away from the minimum uncer-
tainty state.

Generalizing our earlier results for the single-mode
squeezing we define the multimode quadrature operators in

terms of single-mode quadrature operators for kelvons with

momentumk, b̂i,k, as

bi =
1

Ns
o
k

b̂i,k. s57d

For these operators the commutator is againfb̂1,b̂2g= i /2.
However, rather than embarking on this more formal road,
we choose to focus on the shape of the vortex-position dis-
tribution. This distribution is measurable and provides the
necessary signatures of the squeezing.

When the initial state of the vortex line is a kelvon
vacuum, the fluctuations of the vortex position in a coordi-
nate system rotated by an angleu are given by

kx̂su,td2l =
1

2NNsB0
F1 + 2n0std + 2ukv0stdv0stdlu

3sinf2u + f0stdg + o
kÞ0

snkstd + 1
2 + ukvkstdv−kstdlu

3sinf2u + fkstdgdG s58d

and

kŷsu,td2l =
1

2NNsB0
F1 + 2n0std − 2ukv0stdv0stdlu

3sinf2u + f0stdg + o
kÞ0

snkstd + 1
2 − ukvkstdv−kstdlu

3sinf2u + fkstdgdG s59d

where we definedkvkstdv−kstdl= ukvkstdv−kstdlueifkstd. For this
initial state the quantitieskx̂su ,td2l andkŷsu ,td2l are indepen-
dent of the site. Furthermore, their maximum and minimum
with respect to the rotation angle define the lengthssx

2std
=maxfkx̂su ,td2lg andsy

2std=minfkŷsu ,td2lg of the main axes
of the uncertainty ellipse, as well as their directions
umaxstd and umaxstd+p /2. In terms of these quantities and
in a coordinate system rotated by an angleumaxstd, the
uncertainty ellipse is defined by

x2

sx
2std

+
y2

sy
2std

= 1. s60d

FIG. 8. (a) The time evolution in units of
1/vr of the quadrature operator uncertainty
Îkb̂i

2l. We used parametersNs=100, N=100, J
=0.1,U=100, anduq−2s0du2/Ns=Î1+2U /10. The

solid line is for the operatorb̂1 and the dashed

line for the operatorb̂2. (b) The figure shows the

time evolution for the productÎkb̂1
2lÎkb̂2

2l.
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The main axes of the uncertainty ellipse are in general
time dependent. However, we can define the deformation
parameterestd of the uncertainty ellipse by changing the ro-
tation angleustd of the coordinate system as a function of
time. In this way we define the deformation parameter as

estd =
sx

2std − sy
2std

sx
2std + sy

2std
. s61d

In Fig. 9 we plot the time evolution of the deformation
parameter with two different numbers of lattice sites. This
figure demonstrates how the uncertainty ellipse first becomes
strongly deformed and then settles into a more symmetric
configuration. In the simulation with a fewer number of lat-
tice sites, the strong deformation of the uncertainty ellipse
revives at aboutt=60. With a larger number of lattice sites
the behavior is, at this timescale, more irreversible. In Figs.

10 and 11 we show snapshots of the uncertainty ellipses
corresponding to the simulations in Fig. 9. In these figures
we also indicate the main axes of the ellipses. The direction
of the main axes depend on the initial phase of the quadru-
pole mode.

C. Experimental observation

As noted in the previous subsection the fluctuations
kx̂sud2l andkŷsud2l are independent of the site. Therefore, in
each site the fluctuations of the vortex position are described
by the same uncertainty ellipse and the measurement of the
vortex position in each site sample the same distribution.
However, the number of samples must be large enough to
distinguish the squeezing from statistical fluctuations. Thein
situ imagining of the three-dimensional vortex line is diffi-
cult, but not impossible[36,50].

In many experiments the trap potential is turned off and
the system is allowed to expand. This makes the experimen-
tal imaging of the condensate, as well as the vortex, easier.
Therefore, it is important to study how the vortex-position
distribution evolves under the expansion[51–53]. We as-
sume that only the magnetic trap is turned off and that the
optical potential is left unchanged. When the small intersite
coupling is ignored, each site will expand independently in
two dimensions.

We study the expansion using the same variational ansatz
we have used until now, except that the condensate size pa-
rameterB0 is replaced with a time-dependent complex varia-
tional parameterB0→B08std+ iB09std. The vortex core size
changes as the condensate expands and we take this into
account by using a time-dependent short distance cutoff,

jstd =
1

Î2UB08std
. s62d

This expression corresponds to the aproximation that the
vortex-core size is always equal to the coherence length in

FIG. 9. Deformation parameter of the uncertainty ellipse with
two different numbers of lattice sites. The solid line was calculated
with Ns=101 and the dashed line withNs=751. In addition, we
used parametersJ=0.1,U=100, anduq−2s0du2/Ns=Î1+2U /10. The
unit of time is 1/vr.

FIG. 10. Snapshots of the time
evolution in units of 1/vr of the
uncertainty ellipse whenNs=101.
In addition, we used parameters
J=0.1, U=100, and uq−2s0du2/Ns

=Î1+2U /10. Dashed lines indi-
cate the directions of the main
axes of the uncertainty ellipse.
The unit of time is 1/vr and the
unit of length isÎ" /mvr.
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the center of the condensate. Att=0, before the condensate
expands, Eq.s62d agrees with our earlier equilibrium value
for the short distance cutoff in the strongly interacting
Thomas-Fermi limit becauseB08s0d<1/Î2U.

Up to second order inB08std The equations of motion for
the variational parameters are

ẋnstd = Cstdxnstd + v0stdynstd, s63d

ẏnstd = Cstdynstd − v0stdxnstd, s64d

Ḃ08std = 2B09stdS1 −
1

8U2DB08std, s65d

and

Ḃ09std = B09std
2S1 −

1

8U2D + B08std
2

3Sg − 1 − ln 2 − 2U − ln U +
1

2U
−

5

16U2D .

s66d

To obtain the last equation we also expanded up to second

order in 1/U2. Furthermore,g<0.577216 is theEuler-
Mascheroni constant,

Cstd = − B09stdS1 −
1

8U2D , s67d

and

v0std = V +
B08std

2
s1 − Gf0,B08std

2gd. s68d

Importantly, from these equations we see that the dynamics
of the expansion is independent of the vortex position. The
real functionsCstd andv0std depend onB09std andB08std, re-
spectively, but since the expansion is independent of the vor-
tex dynamics they can be considered as, in principle, given
functions. The equations of motion for the vortex positions
are then solved by

xnstd = expSE
0

t

CstddtDFxns0dcosSE
0

t

v0stddtD
+ yns0dsinSE

0

t

v0stddtDG s69d

and

FIG. 11. Snapshots of the time evolution of the uncertainty ellipse withNs=751. In addition, we used parametersJ=0.1, U=100, and
uq−2s0du2/Ns=Î1+2U /10. Dashed lines indicate the directions of the main axes of the uncertainty ellipse. The unit of time is 1/vr and the
unit of length isÎ" /mvr.
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ynstd = expSE
0

t

CstddtDFyns0dcosSE
0

t

v0stddtD
− xns0dsinSE

0

t

v0stddtDG . s70d

This result shows that the vortex dynamics during the con-
densate expansion is a combination of precession and scal-
ing. The precession angle and the scaling factor only depend
on the dynamics of the condensate expansion and are the
same, irrespective of where the vortex was initially located.
Therefore, a squeezed vortex distribution expands, to a very
good accuracy, homologously, i.e., without changing its as-
pect ratio. The squeezed distribution is therefore observable
even after expansion of the condensate.

In Fig. 12 we demonstrate how the expansion changes the
squeezed vortex-position distribution by solving the equa-
tions of motion explicitly. This figure makes the homolo-
guous character of the expansion clearly apparent.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We derived the quantum theory of the vortex line in a
one-dimensional optical lattice and obtained the dispersion
relation of the Kelvin modes. Our variational approach en-
abled us to also include quadrupole modes into the system
and study their coupling with the kelvons. The coupling
turned out to be described by the squeezing Hamiltonian, and
we solved the dynamics of the vortex line coupled with the
quadrupole mode both classically as well as quantum me-
chanically. Furthermore, we found that the vortex line can
indeed be squeezed in this system if we drive the quadrupole
modes sufficiently strongly. We also discussed some of the
expected experimental signatures.

Our theory can be applied to a variety of new problems.
For example, exploring the properties of the vortex line at
finite temperatures is possible by adapting the theory we
have used in this paper[39]. Also, the interplay between the
superfluid Mott-insulator transition, the quantum melting of
a vortex lattice, and the quantum-Hall regime in an optical
lattice is a very interesting topic for further research.
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